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In the coming decade, 
all software will be 
developed with the 
assistance of AI

“software development with artificial 
intelligence assistance neural network happy”



1.2% 
of world’s code is written by Tabnine

Today



The AI layer is going to be part of any development organization

● Built on the foundations of a solid source control and CI/CD 
● AI will accelerate all stages of the software development lifecycle
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DeployTest ReviewBuildCode



Code 
generation 
based on 

tests

Sample tasks across the development lifecycle

Code-generation 
for developers

Training  
on private  
repositories 

Capture and propagate 
your experts' knowledge 
to entire team 

AI code review 
in IDE and PR/

MR

DeployTest ReviewBuildCode
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ChatGPT  
and 
many other tools 
and companies…



Powered by Large Language Models (LLMs)

• Transformer-based models  
• Reason about sequences  
• Attention mechanism provides a general approach for learning 

relationships between entities in a sequence 

• Emergent abilities present themselves as models grow 
• Increasing model size improves performance  
• Abilities not present in smaller models become possible when 

models passes certain scale



Emergent Abilities of Large Language Models, Wei et. al 2022



Language model sizes (until December 2022)



Research in Large Langauge Models (LLMs)

Using LLMs Understanding LLMSScalable Training of 
LLMs 

Scalable Inference 



Millions of $



Using LLMs as a black box

Model
Input 
sequence

Predicted output 
sequence



Using LLMs as a black box

Pre PostModel

Prompt engineering models  
Hinting  
Context awareness (symbolic+models)  
….

Scoring models 
Semantic Filtering (symbolic)  
Filtering models 
…

Input 
sequence

Predicted output 
sequence



Using LLMs as a black box

Pre PostModel
Input 
sequence

Predicted output 
sequence

The fastest mammal is the cheetah, which can reach  
speeds of up to 75 miles  
per hour (120 km/h) 



Using LLMs as a black box 

The fastest mammal is the cheetah, which can reach speeds of up to 75 miles per hour (120 km/h) 

A brown horse is likely to run faster than
a white horse. Brown horses typically have higher levels of muscle mass and energy capacity, which 
means they can reach higher speeds than white horses.

The Prime Minister of Bulgaria is
Boyko Borisov. Boyko Borisov has been the Prime Minister of Bulgaria since 2009. He is a member of 
the center-right GERB party and has served three consecutive terms as Prime Minister, from 2009 to 
2013, 2014 to 2017, and 2017 to 2021. He is currently the longest-serving Prime Minister in the 
history of Bulgaria.

The favorite food of the president of Bulgaria is
Kebapcheta



Using LLMs

😢

A line parallel to y= 4x+6 passes through (5,10). What is the y-coordinate of the point 
where this lines crosses the y-axis?

The y-coordinate of the point where this line crosses the y-axis is 0.



Using LLMs: Few-shot Prompting

• Idea: Help LLMs solve challenging problems by showing the model a few examples  
• Examples are provided as part of the prompt  
• No update of model weights takes place 

• Commonsense reasoning 
• Finetuned Language Models are Zero-shot Learners (Wei et al. 2021) 
• Multitask Prompted Training Enables Zero-Shot Task Generalization (Sanh et al. 2021) 
• Language models of code are few-shot commonsense learners (Madaan et al. 2022) 
• … 

• Mathematical reasoning 
• Solving quantitative reasoning problems with language models (Lewkowycz et al. 2022) 
• Auto-formalization with Large Language Models (Wu et al. 2022) 
• … 

• Symbolic reasoning 
• React: Synergizing reasoning and acting in language models (Yao et al. 2022) 
• Do as I Can, not as I Say: Grounding Language in Robotic Affordances (Ahn et al. 2022) 
• …



Example: mathematical reasoning prompt
Problem: Find the domain of the expression $\frac{\sqrt{x-2}}{\sqrt{5-x}}$.}

Solution: The expressions inside each square root must be non-negative. Therefore, $x-2 \ge 0$, so $x\ge2$, and $5 - x \ge 0$, so $x \le 5$. Also, the 
denominator
cannot be equal to zero, so $5-x>0$, which gives $x<5$. Therefore, the domain of the expression is $\boxed{[2,5)}$.
Final Answer: The final answer is $[2,5)$. I hope it is correct.

Problem: If $\det \mathbf{A} = 2$ and $\det \mathbf{B} = 12,$ then find $\det (\mathbf{A} \mathbf{B}).$

Solution: We have that $\det (\mathbf{A} \mathbf{B}) = (\det \mathbf{A})(\det \mathbf{B}) = (2)(12) = \boxed{24}.$
Final Answer: The final answer is $24$. I hope it is correct.

Problem: Terrell usually lifts two 20-pound weights 12 times. If he uses two 15-pound weights instead, how many times must Terrell lift them in order to lift 
the
same total weight?

Solution: If Terrell lifts two 20-pound weights 12 times, he lifts a total of $2\cdot 12\cdot20=480$ pounds of weight. If he lifts two 15-pound
weights instead for $n$ times, he will lift a total of $2\cdot15\cdot n=30n$ pounds of weight. Equating this to 480 pounds, we can solve for $n$:
\begin{align*}
30n&=480\\
\Rightarrow\qquad n&=480/30=\boxed{16}
\end{align*}
Final Answer: The final answer is $16$. I hope it is correct.

Problem: If the system of equations
\begin{align*}
6x-4y&=a,\\
6y-9x &=b.
\end{align*} has a solution $(x, y)$ where $x$ and $y$ are both nonzero,
find $\frac{a}{b},$ assuming $b$ is nonzero.
Solution: 
If we multiply the first equation by $-\frac{3}{2}$, we obtain
$$6y-9x=-\frac{3}{2}a.$$Since we also know that $6y-9x=b$, we have
$$-\frac{3}{2}a=b\Rightarrow\frac{a}{b}=\boxed{-\frac{2}{3}}.$$
Final Answer: The final answer is $-\frac{2}{3}$. I hope it is correct.



Example: mathematical reasoning
… all the prompt prefix we showed earlier… 
Solution:  
If we multiply the first equation by $-\frac{3}{2}$, we obtain $$6y-9x=-\frac{3}{2}a.$$Since we also know that 
$6y-9x=b$, we have $$-\frac{3}{2}a=b\Rightarrow\frac{a}{b}=\boxed{-\frac{2}{3}}.$$ 
Final Answer: The final answer is $-\frac{2}{3}$. I hope it is correct. 
Problem: 
A line parallel to y= 4x+6 passes through (5,10). What is the y-coordinate of the point where this lines crosses the 
y-axis?
Solution: 
Since the line is parallel to y= 4x+6, its equation is y= 4x+c, where c is some constant. Since the line passes 
through (5,10), we can substitute these values into the equation to find c: 
\begin{align*} 
10&=4(5)+c\\ 
\Rightarrow\qquad c&=10-20=\boxed{-10}. 
\end{align*} 
Therefore, the equation of the line is y= 4x-10. The y-coordinate of the point where this line crosses the y-axis 
is when x=0, so the y-coordinate is 0(-10)= \boxed{-10}. 

Final Answer: The final answer is -10. I hope it is correct.



Math word problems

😢

Q: Roger has 5 tennis balls. He buys 2 more cans of tennis balls.  
Each can has 3 tennis balls. How many tennis balls does he have now? 

A: The answer is 11. 

Q: The cafeteria had 23 apples. If they used 20 to make lunch and bought 6 more,  
how many apples do they have?

A: The answer is 29.



Chain of Thought (CoT) 

Idea: show the model examples that break reasoning into steps



Chain of Thought (CoT) is not enough

😢
Problem: chain of thought not expressive enough  
to capture the structure of the desired computation 

Q: Roger has 5 tennis balls. He buys 2 more cans of tennis balls. Each can has 3 tennis balls.  
How many tennis balls does he have now? 

A: Roger started with 5 tennis balls. 2 cans of 3 tennis balls each is 6 tennis balls.  
5 + 6 = 11. The answer is 11. 

Q: The bakers at the Beverly Hills Bakery baked 200 loaves of bread on Monday morning.  
They sold 93 loaves in the morning and 39 loaves in the afternoon.  
A grocery store returned 6 unsold loaves. How many loaves of bread did they have left?

A: The bakers at the Beverly Hills Bakery started with 200 loaves of bread. They sold 93 loaves in the 
morning and 39 loaves in the afternoon. They also returned 6 unsold loaves. 200 - (93 + 39 + 6) = 62. 
The answer is 62 loaves of bread.



PAL: Program-aided Language Models
Idea: show the model examples that generate a program that solves the problem.  
Offload problem solving to a separate solver (in this case, the Python interpreter) 

… prompt that demonstrates the creation of a program from a question…  
Q: The bakers at the Beverly Hills Bakery baked 200 loaves of bread on Monday morning.  
They sold 93 loaves in the morning and 39 loaves in the afternoon.  
A grocery store returned 6 unsold loaves. How many loaves of bread did they have left?

def solution(): 
    """The bakers at the Beverly Hills Bakery baked 200 loaves of bread on Monday morning. They 
sold 93 loaves in the morning and 39 loaves in the afternoon. A grocery store returned 6 unsold 
loaves. How many loaves of bread did they have left?""" 
    loaves_baked = 200 
    loaves_sold_morning = 93 
    loaves_sold_afternoon = 39 
    loaves_returned = 6 
    loaves_left = loaves_baked - loaves_sold_morning - loaves_sold_afternoon + loaves_returned 
    result = loaves_left 
    return result

Uri Alon 
Postdoc at CMU



Toolformer

Idea: teach the model how to 
use external tools. Model 
generates calls to different 
tools as required.



Using LLMs as a black box is quite brittle

• Effective for many tasks  
• Sometimes gets things wrong (no idea when) 

• Worse: results may vary drastically due to minor changes to the 
input sequence 

• Many fundamental questions are open 
• How many transformer layers are required to solve a task? Is there 

some lower bound? 
• Can we provide a computational model for transformers?



Understanding LLMs

Magic is just science that 
we don't understand yet



Can we reverse engineer a transformer model? 

x + 5  = 11 
what is ?

x = 6

How does a Transformer compute this result?



Use formal languages as a lens for investigating neural networks

• Recurrent neural networks 
• Expressiveness  
• Computational model  

• Graph neural networks and their expressivness 
• Bottleneck  
• Graph attention networks actually only use static attention 



GRUs cannot count (ACL’18)



Recurrent neural networks have a computational model
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Recurrent neural networks have a computational model
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Motivation: What RNNs have
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(References for the Interested)
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Explaining Black Boxes on  
Sequential Data using Weighted Automata
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Extraction of Rules from Discrete-Time 
Recurrent Neural Networks

Extracting Automata from Recurrent 
Neural Networks Using Queries and 
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Sequential Neural Networks as 
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Learning to Transduce with Unbounded 
Memory



But what are Transformer-Encoders?
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?
What is the computational model?  

Can we extract a symbolic representation from a trained model? 
Any ideas?

Transformer-Encoder



Transformer Encoders



Main insight: “Thinking like Transformers”

• Instead of reverse-engineering transformers let’s program them directly using a 
programming langauge  

• Abstract away from implementation details of tensors and floating-point weights 
• Focus on the structure of computation  

• Follow the access restriction in Transformers  
• Restricted Access Sequence Processing (RASP) 

• Introduced by Weiss, Goldberg, Yahav (ICML’21) 
• Nice simplified variant by Sasha Rush - Raspy (2023) 
• Picked up by DeepMind - a compiler from RASP to Transformers (2023)



Simple Example in Raspy: Flip

def flip(): 
  length = (key(1) == query(1)).value(1) 
  flip = (key(length - indices - 1)  
           == query(indices) 
         ).value(tokens) 
  return flip 
flip()



Raspy fundamentals

• The main operation in Raspy is a sequence operation  
• transforms a sequence to another sequence of the same length



Inputs

• The base layer is the input fed to the model. This 
input usually contains the raw tokens as well as 
positional information.

tokens

indices



Feed-forward Network

• This stage can apply mathematical 
operations to each element of the 
sequence independently (element-wise)

tokens == "l"

model = tokens * 2  - 1 
model.input([1, 2, 3, 5, 2])



Some helper functions

where((tokens == "h") | (tokens == "l"), tokens, "q")

atoi = tokens.map(lambda x: ord(x) - ord('0')) 
atoi.input("31234")



Chaining transforms

def atoi(seq=tokens): 
    return seq.map(lambda x: ord(x) - ord('0'))  

op = (atoi(where(tokens == "-", "0", tokens)) + 2) 
op.input("02-13")



Attention selectors

• This allows routing of information 
between the different elements of 
the sequence.

key(tokens)

query(tokens)



Attention selectors

• This allows routing of information 
between the different elements of 
the sequence.

query(1)



Attention selector

• A selector is a binary matrix indicating which input position 
(column) each output position (row) will attend to in an 
eventual attention computation. 

eq = (key(tokens) == query(tokens)) 
eq



More selectors

offset = (key(indices) == query(indices - 1)) 
offset

Matches each output position to the 
previous input position

before = key(indices) < query(indices) 
before

Matches each output position to all 
earlier input positions

after = key(indices) > query(indices) 
after

Matches each output position to all 
later input positions



Combining selectors

before & eq

Focuses each output position on earlier 
positions that contain the same original 
input token as its own



Using Attention

• Given an attention selector we can provide a value sequence to aggregate 

• We represent aggregation by summing up over the values that have a true 
value for their selector

(key(tokens) == query(tokens)).value(1)



Coding with Transformers

def index(i, seq=tokens): 
    x = (key(indices) == query(i)).value(seq) 
    return x.name("index") 
index(1)



Coding with Transformers: add

def add(sop=tokens): 
    # 0) Parse and add 
    x = atoi(split("+", True, sop)) \ 
        + atoi(split("+", False, sop)) 
    # 1) Check for carries  
    gets_carry = shift(-1, "0", where(x > 9, "1", where(x == 9, "<", "0"))) 
    # 2) Slide carries to their columns - all in one parallel go!                                          
    gets_carry = atoi(slide(gets_carry != "<", gets_carry)) 
    # 3) Add in carries, and remove overflow from original addition.                                                                                   
    return (x + gets_carry) % 10 
add()("683+345")

Requires 6 Transformer layers with Raspy… Maybe you can do better?  
Check the challenges at: https://srush.github.io/raspy/



Example: learned attention vs. programmed attention for Sort



Tracr: a RASP compiler from DeepMind

Researchers at DeepMind built an actual compiler for (a large subset of) RASP!



Summary

Using LLMs Understanding LLMS

Formal Languages and Neural Networks (FLaNN) 
https://flann.super.site/



How attentive are graph attention networks ICLR’22
Thinking like Transformers ICML’21
On the Bottleneck of Graph Neural Networks and its Practical Implications ICLR’21 
Adversarial examples for models of code OOPSLA’20
A structural model for contextual code changes OOPSLA’20
Neural reverse engineering of stripped binaries OOPSLA’20
Structural Language Models of Code ICML’20
code2seq: Generating Sequences from Structured Representations of Code. ICLR’19
code2vec: Learning Distributed Representations of Code POPL’19
On the Practical Computational Power of Finite Precision RNNs for Language Recognition ACL’18
Extracting Automata from Recurrent Neural Networks Using Queries and 
Counterexamples

ICML’18

A General Path-based Representation for Predicting Program Properties PLDI’18
Statistical Similarity of Binaries PLDI’16
Estimating Types in Stripped Binaries POPL’16
…

Synthesis from partial programs OOPSLA’12

https://github.com/tech-srl/ 
http://code2vec.org 
http://code2seq.org 
http://anycodegen.org 
https://github.com/tech-srl/code2vec 

PRIME 
TRACY 
DIZY 
Like2Drops 
  

https://www.tabnine.com
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